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Abstract 

Structural deformation is one of the main factors to determine the behavioural characteristics of 

transport infrastructures such as bridges and slab tracks. Knowing about these characteristics would 

help in designing safer and more durable structures. Thus far, different deformation measurement 

methods have been developed. Conventional methods including numerical and contact-based 

methods have been used for decades to measure structural deformation. High technology devices 

such as global positioning system (GPS), radar, light detection and ranging (Lidar), and vision-based 

methods have been recently utilized as the noncontact-based method for measurement of 

deformation properties [1-5]. Among all these methods, image-based method is of several 

advantages compared with other solutions for measurement of structures deformation due to its 

convenience, cost effectiveness, time effectiveness, and remotely measurement procedure. In this 

study, the proposed optical image-based systems consisted of two main components: Image data 

acquisition platform and image processing and analysis toolbox. The first component included 

cameras and their accessories, targets, checkerboard, computer, and image acquisition software. Two 

types of cameras including industrial cameras and high-speed cameras were utilized to test their 

performance and efficiency. The second component is composed of various kinds of algorithms and 

approaches that are used to extract the necessary information from images for camera calibration and 

target detection and tracking by analysis of image sequence. Two 2D and 3D optical image-based 

methods were developed to measure both static and dynamic deformation of the structures. In these 

methods, two different camera configuration systems (single and dual camera configuration) were 

installed and evaluated. Two experiments including concrete beam and bridge model tests were 

conducted to investigate the accuracy and performance of the proposed 2D and 3D optical image-

based methods. In the concrete beam test, the static load was applied at the top center point of the 

beam while in the bridge test, the structure was undergone the dynamic load. Subsequently, both 

static and dynamic deformation were measured and estimated at different points. Four different 

scenarios have been investigated based on the experimental design. All the measurement scenarios 

led to accurate estimation of deformation that indicates the accuracy and efficiency of both 2D and 

3D optical image-based methods for measurement of both static and dynamic deformation. The 

results showed that 3D optical image-based method achieved the highest accuracy for estimation of 

both static and dynamic deformation that shows dual camera configuration is more accurate than 

single camera configuration in this case. Although the 3D optical image-based method is of higher 

accuracy, it might need more equipment, more time, and more cost to be implemented. As for the 

camera type, higher accuracy was achieved using industrial cameras that might be because of its 

higher image resolution. 
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